
Overview 

 

This manual is to inform all current and prospective employees of the rules, regulations, and 

expectations of the Monarch Sport Shop and Retail sales operations of Monarch Mountain. 

These rules and regulations have been introduced to maintain a safe, positive, and productive 

environment for all employees and to ensure a positive experience for our guests at the ski area. 

Although you have been hired to work specifically in the retail store, you are first and foremost 

an employee of Monarch Mountain. You must first adhere to all rules and regulations of 

Monarch Mountain as outlined in your Monarch Mountain Employee Handbook. The employee 

handbook outlines all general policies, regulations, and standards to be followed by all 

employees. You will need to read and sign an acknowledgment agreeing to abide by Monarch 

Mountain’s policies and to meet and exceed all requirements and expectations. 

The information presented in this manual includes all duties and expectations that are specific to 

working in the Monarch Sport Shop. You will be responsible for knowing all of the rules and 

regulations outlined in the Sport Shop Operations Manual. You will sign an acknowledgment 

agreeing to the standards laid out in the Employee Handbook as well as the Sport Shop 

Operations Manual. 

Monarch Chain of Command-Retail 

Monarch Mountain is run in an organized chain of command, with the CEO at the top of that list 

running all the way down to our front line staff. Monarch encourages an open door and open 

communication policy. If you need to discuss anything (i.e.: scheduling, illness/sick day, 

problem in the workplace, etc), you are to report to your direct supervisor. In the Sport Shop that 

is as follows: 

Retail Sales Clerk: Reports directly to the Retail Supervisor and/or Retail Manager depending 

on who is present at the time. At least one of these people will be present and available everyday. 

Retail Supervisor: Reports directly to the Retail Manager. 

Retail Manager: Reports to Director of Base Area Operations (Jack Sciacca). 

Director of Base Area Operations: Reports directly to CEO (Randy Stroud). 

Please adhere to this chain of command when you need to discuss anything regarding your 

employment with Monarch Mountain. Your direct supervisor will consider the issue and the 

proper handling of the issue. If necessary, your supervisor will take the issue to their direct 

supervisor and so on. If there is an emergency or a situation that you are not comfortable taking 

to your direct supervisor, only then should you go to the Director of Base Area Operations or the 

CEO. 



Time Clock 

All employees must register their time worked by using “Time Force”, our computer-based time 

clock. Every employee must clock in when they begin working for the day and clock out when 

they are finished working for the day. You will generally have four punches everyday that you 

work: one when you begin work, one when you clock out for lunch, one when you clock in from 

lunch, and one when you are done working for the day. If you forget to punch in or out, alert 

your supervisor immediately so that it can be fixed. Accidents happen and we all forget at some 

point. Please do your best at remembering to do this, as this is how your time is recorded and it’s 

your paycheck that depends on it! 

All positions in the Sport shop are scheduled for an 8.5 hr shift. You are required by law (and by 

Monarch) to take a 30-minute, unpaid lunch break. This is mandatory. Although you may not get 

your lunch break at noon, we will make every effort to make sure that you receive this rest 

period. In the rare event that this is not possible, you will be paid for that time worked. Usually 

this is not a problem and you will receive this break. You will need to be flexible as to when you 

take this break, depending on staffing, how busy we are, etc. Again, this is a mandatory break 

that you will clock out for. Not being hungry or requesting to leave a half hour earlier than 

scheduled is not an acceptable substitute for taking this break. 

Ski Breaks 

On slow days, instead of taking a 30-minute lunch break, you may request to take a ski break 

lasting longer than the usual 30 minute break. Your supervisor will determine if this is acceptable 

and for how long you may go skiing. We do make every effort to allow this when possible as this 

is a main reason many of us work here! Please understand that this will not be possible everyday 

that you work. 

You MUST clock out for ski breaks. If you are going skiing on your break, you will clock out 

before getting ready to go out. Changing clothes, putting on boots, getting equipment, etc. are not 

activities that take place on the clock. If you are given an hour to go skiing, you will clock out 

first, then get dressed. Similarly, when it’s time to come back to work, you will not clock in until 

you have changed and are ready to work. 

Breaks/Rest Periods 

As outlined in your Employee Handbook, employees will be provided with a paid 10-minute 

break for every four hours worked. On the busiest days, this may not be possible. However, most 

days this is not a problem. In the Sport Shop, we do not schedule these breaks. If you need to 

take a break, go to the restroom, or otherwise leave the shop, you must tell your supervisor on 

duty when you leave. Always tell someone else working in the shop that you are leaving so that 

you will be covered while you are gone. NEVER leave the shop unattended. 



Pay 

Monarch Mountain operates on a two-week pay period. This period consists of 2 one-week 

periods. Our pay periods start on a Saturday and end on a Friday. Any hours worked in any 1 

department exceeding 40 hours in a one-week period will be paid at 1.5 times the regular pay 

rate. Overtime should be approved in advanced and if you see on Time Force that you are getting 

close to exceeding 40 hours for one week, alert your supervisor. They will determine whether the 

overtime is necessary and adjust schedule accordingly. 

At the end of each pay period you must ‘verify’ your hours on Time Force. If you do not work 

on Fridays (the end of the pay period) you must remember to verify your time card on your last 

shift before the end of the pay period. By verifying your hours, you are basically putting your 

electronic signature confirming that the hours are correct. If there is a problem, go to your direct 

supervisor so it can be straightened out. If you verify your time and you are missing hours, you 

will not be paid for those hours! If you verify your time and are falsely claiming hours that you 

didn’t actually work, this is grounds for administrative action or termination. 

You will receive your paycheck on the Friday following the end of the pay period. You will 

receive your paycheck from your department manager or direct supervisor. Please do not call 

payroll to request your check early or to report a problem with your check. If you have special 

needs or questions regarding your paycheck, please go to your direct supervisor. They will 

determine with payroll if and how this can be accomplished. 

You will sign a receipt indicating that you did receive your check. We do not give out checks to 

anyone except the intended recipient. If you aren’t at work on payday, your friend cannot take 

your check home to you. If your check is not picked up within 3 days, it will be mailed out. 

Monarch strongly encourages you to take advantage of Direct Deposit, in which your paycheck 

will be automatically deposited straight into your bank account at 12:01am on Fridays. Monarch 

is phasing out pay-stubs, and you may view your pay-stub through the web portal. 

Sport Shop Employee Benefits 

In addition to employee benefits outlined in the Employee Handbook, our department is able to 

offer special benefits to its employees. These are designed as a perk for those of us working in 

this department and not for anybody else. Other departments have benefits that we do not get to 

take advantage of, and likewise these benefits should be limited to our staff only. 

Employee Discounts 

All employees of Monarch Mountain receive a 20% discount on all merchandise in the Sport 

Shop. Management and ownership receives a 40% discount. As a general rule, nothing is 

discounted beyond 40% (accepting clearance rack) in order to recover our costs on the products. 



As a Sport shop employee, you are entitled to take the management/owner discount of 40% off 

any merchandise that you purchase in the Sport Shop. This benefit is available only to YOU. 

This discount is NOT to be given to friends, family, or anyone else beyond Sport shop staff, 

Monarch management staff, and ownership. Please approve your purchases through the 

supervisor on duty and have another member of the staff ring up your purchases. If this discount 

is being abused or misused, you will be subject to administrative action and/or termination. This 

is considered a privilege and a benefit and can be taken away if not used properly. 

Incentive Program/Commissions 

There are sales incentives for December, January, February and March, TBD. 

Vendor Incentives 

Some of our vendors and distributors may offer incentive programs designed to help sell their 

merchandise and motivate our sales staff. These programs are designed and implemented by the 

vendor. We will follow all guidelines of these programs honestly. If an employee attempts to 

defraud these programs, we will not participate and will therefore, not receive any free 

merchandise or incentives. 

Shop Form/Pro Form 

Shop forms and pro forms are something that companies offer to those of us working in this 

industry. They offer their products to us at significantly discounted prices. Shop Forms are for 

people actually employed in this shop, usually offering 20% off wholesale price. ProForms are 

for people working in the ski industry, usually in a skiing on-mountain position, usually offering 

about wholesale price. These forms get used and abused in our industry and could someday 

disappear because of misuse. If we have access to these deals, they will be used appropriately or 

not at all. It reflects badly on our shop and Monarch as a whole in the industry if we abuse this 

privilege and we will lose access to this great benefit. 

Freebies & Giveaways 

Often our sales reps may come to the store to visit and/or make sales. Sometimes they will give 

out free merchandise to those of us working. Never ask for free stuff! Manager on duty will 

distribute any giveaways as they see fit. 

Appearance 

Your appearance at work reflects on you, our shop, and Monarch Mountain. Please meet the 

following basic standards when you are scheduled to work. 

 Must be in uniform. Your uniform should be something that we sell in the shop or an 

article of clothing that is made by one of the brands that we carry. Monarch will provide a 



certain number of things to wear while working. If you want more than is provided, you 

can purchase items at a significant discount. 

 You must wear your name-tag at all times when on duty. Must take it off when off the 

clock (Breaks or Lunch). 

 Must be clean and neat, this includes personal hygiene and clothing. 

 Facial hair must be kept groomed. i.e…If you have a beard, your neck must be shaved. 

 Must be decent and covered up- no bellies or cleavage showing, no sleeveless shirts, no 

sandals, etc. 

 Proper work shoes 

Scheduling 

Scheduling is always done at least a week in advance, usually more. We usually try to have 

everyone on a set schedule, working basically the same days every week. If you know there is a 

day that you cannot or prefer not to work, please let the manager know as soon as possible- 

before the schedule is posted for that week. Once a schedule is posted, you are responsible to 

cover your scheduled shifts. At busy times, you may be asked to work extra shifts if possible. At 

slower times, you may be cut back on your shifts. Please be flexible and understanding, as this is 

the nature of the ski business. 

Attendance 

Attendance is crucial in the shop. With a staff as small as ours there are many days when only 1-

2 people are scheduled to be at work. If one of those people fails to show up to work, the other 

person is stuck in the shop- no bathroom breaks, no lunch break, etc. If you cannot work a 

scheduled shift, you are responsible for getting another staff member to cover you. This can be 

difficult in the Sport Shop, so plan on working your scheduled shifts! 

We do understand that sometimes illnesses or emergencies do arise. Please call and let us know 

as soon as possible if you know you can’t cover your shift. If you call in the morning that you are 

supposed to be at work, you need to speak with the supervisor on duty. Don’t call and leave a 

message when you know that nobody is here yet. Please wait until you can actually speak to 

manager on duty. Remember, too much partying is self-inflicted and never an excuse to not show 

up to work. If we know that this is the case you may face administrative action and/or 

termination. Not calling in and not showing up for 3 straight shifts is considered quitting. 

If you are sick and possibly contagious, try to let us know as soon as possible and stay HOME! 

If you call out sick for two or more consecutive days, you must have a doctors note when you 

return to work. 

  



Evaluations 

Your work performance will be evaluated throughout the season. At least once during the season 

and once at the end of your employment, you will sit down with the manager and discuss your 

work performance. You and your manager will have the opportunity to discuss strengths and 

areas that need improvement. At the end of the season, you will receive a final review and be 

informed of your future with Monarch. 

1. Eligible for rehire: You have demonstrated the skills, attitude, and dedication to 

Monarch and will be welcomed back the next season. Employee must report to 

management by an assigned date if they desire to be rehired. If employee doesn’t report 

by this date, your position will be filled by someone else. 

2. Eligible for rehire with competition: Employee was adequate at fulfilling the basic 

duties in their job description, but didn’t show the necessary enthusiasm or work ethic 

needed to be automatically rehired for next season. Employee is welcome to apply for a 

position, but they will compete with other prospective employees. 

3. Not eligible for rehire: Employee will not be welcomed back into the same position, but 

is welcome to apply for other positions in other departments at Monarch. 

Monarch Sport Shop 

The sport shop is Monarch’s retail store. We carry items specifically related to skiing such as 

goggles, gloves, hats, helmets, jackets and much more. We also carry many gift and souvenirs 

items and t-shirts, sweatshirts, etc. We also provide rental pants and jackets. 

Opening duties 

You need to report for your shift in the Sport Shop at 8:00am. You should be ready to work 

when you clock in. Do not clock in and eat your breakfast, go get coffee, etc. These things 

should be done before clocking in or after we have opened for the day on a break. The shop 

doesn’t officially have to be open until 8:30am. The 30 minutes before we open should be used 

for the following opening duties: 

 Vacuum: This includes the entire shop and behind the counter when necessary. Please 

make the effort to pick up any large items such as coins or big plastic hang tags, as they 

will kill our vacuum. 

 Wipe down all glass countertops and mirrors- these get gross and smudged everyday and 

should be cleaned throughout the day as needed. Large windows and doors should be 

done when needed or when you are bored and need something to do. 

 Take out trash- empty all garbage into one bag if possible and take to dumpster. Empty at 

the beginning of the day, as they will fill up quickly on busy days. 

 Take out cardboard and any recyclables to the recycle shed. 

 Restock and organize all merchandise in the shop. 

 Re-hang all rental clothing from the previous day. 



Once these duties, and any others your supervisor needs are completed, open the doors and turn 

on lights, even if it’s before 8:30. If guests want to come in and make purchases, they will be 

very irritated if they see us standing around drinking coffee instead of opening the doors. Don’t 

stand around until 8:30 just because the door says we don’t open until 8:30. We give ourselves 

30 minutes to get some of our duties fulfilled before customers are in the store. Once completed, 

we are open for business. Often times we will have shoppers come in before we are “open.” 

Please be flexible in these situations. If a guest is in a hurry to pick up an item and cannot wait 

until we open, they may make their purchase as long as the drawers have been counted. If they 

just want to browse, please politely let them know we will be open as soon as possible. 

Similarly, we close at 4:30 and no earlier, but only if there is nobody shopping. If people are still 

shopping, we DO NOT close the doors. Most likely, you will be excused to clock out and the 

manager on duty will stay and help customers as long as we have shoppers. Never be rude or tell 

people that we are closed if we have shoppers. Once all guests have cleared out of the store, then 

the doors can be closed and lights shut off. 

Daily Expectations 

Throughout the day, your duties are as follows: 

 Greet every single guest that comes into the shop. Ask them how their day is going, if 

they are looking for anything specific, and let them know to please ask if they need any 

assistance with anything. Be friendly and start a conversation with the guest rather than 

pressuring them or following them around the store making them uncomfortable. 

 Being polite and customer service oriented is our number one priority in the shop. Be 

prepared to give the guest information about Monarch as a whole. You will be asked 

where the restrooms are, how to sign up for ski school, where to get food, etc. numerous 

times throughout the day. Know the answers to these basic questions and know where to 

take them. If you don’t know the answer, find out! Ask the supervisor on duty or guest 

services if you don’t know the answer to their questions. Never tell them “I don’t know”. 

Never talk badly about another department to a guest; i.e. “the food is overpriced, or the 

rental equipment is junk.” 

 One of your main duties as a retail clerk is running the cash register, however this is not 

your only job. There are many other things to do. If it’s slow there is no reason for you to 

simply stand behind the counter. If there is no one to ring up, come out from behind the 

counter. Talk to guests, straighten merchandise, fold t-shirts, stock shelves, dust, etc. Do 

not plant your self behind the counter and never leave that position. Do NOT lean against 

the counter, put your head in your hands, lay your head down on the counter. Not only 

does this look terrible to our guests, but also we are in a very visible position in the lodge. 

Other department managers, CEO, owners and everyone else is walking by and looking 

in the shop all day long. If you are unable to find something to do to appear busy, you 

will be asked to clock out for the day. 

 One time when you will be allowed to stand behind the desk is for computer work and 

training. If all of the above activities involving stocking and cleaning are done, and the 

supervisor on duty approves the store, please ask to use 3point5 or other training 

websites. 



 On extremely busy days, manager on duty may assign roles for employees. You may be 

asked to be at a register, at the goggle counter, or on the sales floor assisting guests and 

stocking merchandise. If you are told to take one of these roles, you need to stay in your 

assigned position. 

 Keep the store neat and tidy at all times. The appearance of our store and merchandise 

influences our guests experience and willingness to buy our products. This means 

constantly refolding shirts, picking items up off the floor, clearing off and wiping down 

counters, and straightening up everything. 

 Rearrange products as necessary to make room for new items, to fill in gaps where items 

have sold out, and to keep the store organized and fresh. Think of weather related sales; 

for example: on a bright sunny day we may want sun block next to the register. On a 

cold, snowy day move the sun block and replace with cold weather items such as anti-fog 

products or hand and toe warmers. 

 Window displays and mannequins. These opportunities for merchandising can be what 

draws customers to come into our shop. They need to be pleasing to the eye and grab the 

attention of our guests who may not have come into the shop. These displays should be 

changed often and is a great thing to do when you have down time on a slow day. 

 When a customer comes in and asks where to locate a specific item, you should 

physically show them to that item. Unless you have a line of people to help at the 

register, you need to walk out from behind the counter and walk the customer to the 

desired product and show them their options. Don’t just give them directions from behind 

the counter, which will be confusing to someone unfamiliar with our store layout. 

 Always keep an eye on everybody in the shop and try to speak with everyone in the shop. 

This not only makes them feel welcome, but can also deter shoplifters by letting them 

know that you are paying attention and that they are being watched. Your presence in the 

shop, especially on the floor, is the single biggest thing we can do to prevent shoplifting. 

Ringing up Sales 

 Always greet the customer at the register and ask them if they found everything they 

needed. If you haven’t already, ask them how their day is, how the snow is, etc. 

 As you are scanning the items into the register, make sure every item has actually been 

rang in. It will beep even if the barcode wasn’t properly scanned. Every time you scan 

something, check the screen to make sure that it appears. Count the number of items 

purchased and compare to number of items rang up. We cannot afford to miss scanning 

items- if a $100 coat gets missed that’s a huge loss to the company. Even small ticket 

items like sunblock or candy adds up over time if we are careless. 

 When ringing up a purchase, always attempt to upsell or encourage them to buy 

something else they might need. For example, if it’s a sunny day outside, remind not to 

forget to wear sunblock. If it’s bitterly cold, suggest a pair of hand warmers. If they’re 

struggling to carry all of their equipment, suggest one of our products designed to make 

that easier. If someone complains of cold feet, show them our selection of socks. A 

customer may not know what they want or need until you suggest it! 

 Taking payment – We currently accept ALL major credit cards, cash, gift cards, and local 

checks (Salida, Buena Vista, Howard, etc.). If taking a cash payment, please pay close 



attention to the cash given and make sure to give the customer correct change. If taking a 

check, please make sure it is local then write driver’s license number and phone number 

on the top of the check. If taking credit card, try to check the customers ID with every 

sale. We are required to check ID for any credit card purchase over $50. No exceptions. 

A signature is also required for every credit card sale. 

 After ringing up a customer, always offer them a receipt. In general, all sales are final, 

but if something is defective, wrong size, etc. we will need a receipt to refund their 

money. 

 All sales are final. But not always. If an item is defective or the wrong size, we can 

usually exchange it for a new item. If a product was purchased in the morning and then 

used all day before attempting to return it, we generally can’t take it back unless there is a 

serious defect. We aren’t unreasonable about these things, we just need to watch out for 

the guy who forgot his gloves, bought some of ours, skied in them all day and then wants 

a refund after using them all day. In this situation we will not take the return. If someone 

thinks they lost their gloves, buys a pair of ours and comes back 15 minutes later because 

he found his, then we can do the return. As a general rule, once it’s been out on the hill 

and skied with, it’s yours. As a clerk you are the first line of defense on this issue. If you 

don’t think it should be returned, politely explain our return policy and that all sales are 

final. If the customer is not satisfied with this, get the supervisor on duty and they will 

determine how to handle the situation. 

 After ringing up a customer ALWAYS say thank you. It isn’t the customer’s job to thank 

YOU. It is YOUR job to thank them. 

Product Knowledge 

It is your responsibility to learn all of our products that are available for sale. This can be as 

simple as knowing whether or not we carry AAA batteries or as technical as learning all the 

features of an expensive ski jacket. When a guest has a question on something we sell, they 

expect you to know the answer. They will be let down and you will feel stupid if you don’t have 

the answers for them. Nothing is more uncomfortable than being quizzed on a product you know 

nothing about. We will educate you on the basics, but it will be your responsibility in your down 

time/slow time to intimately know the features of what we sell. 

 Small items/accessories: We carry many, many small items that are easily overlooked by 

customers and employees. Make an effort to know what we have and where it’s. Small 

items such as locks, leashes, laces, tools, pass holders, etc. are easily missed and as an 

employee you should: 1. Know if we have a product. 2. Where we keep that product. 3. 

Basic knowledge of its use. 

 Clothing: If someone is going to spend hundreds of dollars on a coat or a pair of pants, 

they will expect you to know the features and selling points of that product. Take the time 

to be knowledgeable on materials, waterproof, windproof, sizing, layering, and any 

special features of a product that sets it apart from the rest. 

 Goggles: You will sell a lot of goggles in your time in the shop. People want to know 

about different lens colors, fogging, ventilation, interchangeable lenses, frame size and 

shape, helmet compatibility, and many other features. Generally the sales rep will come a 

do a training workshop to teach us how to sell goggles and their different features. The 



goggle counter can be intimidating to a new employee, but you will be spending lots of 

time there, so familiarize yourself and get comfortable behind the goggle counter. A 

majority of our customers will want the cheapest adult goggle we offer, however if you 

are knowledgeable about the product they will be more likely to consider the higher end 

products. 

 Gloves: We sell a range of gloves with different features and options. If someone asks 

you the difference between a $40 and a $50 pair of gloves, don’t tell them $10. 

Understand why the other pair is ten dollars more. Maybe they come with a removable 

liner or maybe they have gore-tex lining for better waterproofing… there IS a reason that 

pair costs more. Learn what the reason is. 

These are just a few examples of products that you will be asked about many times, everyday. 

There are several ways to familiarize yourself with all the products in the store. Beyond walking 

around and actually looking at and studying all the small items that we sell, you can do the 

following: 

1. Read the tags/packaging. Most coats, backpacks, gloves, etc. will put their features and 

selling points right on the hangtag. Read this information and know it. Don’t just read 

straight off a tag when a customer asks you a question- be able to speak about it like you 

know the product well. 

2. Try the item on and play with the features. 

3. Look at the catalog. We have catalogs for all the products in the shop. Looking up an 

item in the catalog can provide a lot more information than what appears on the tag. Ask 

the supervisor on duty for any catalog you would like to look at to familiarize yourself 

with the products. 

4. Look at the website. With permission from your supervisor, you can use the internet to 

research products that we carry. You may not use the internet for personal business and 

we will revoke this privilege if abused. 

5. Ask your co-workers, supervisors, or anyone who may have expertise on the products. 

We can all be a great resource to one another, as we all have knowledge that we can 

share. 

Storeroom/Stocking 

Our storeroom is where we keep all of our back stock of products. At the beginning of the season 

and occasionally throughout the season, it is overcrowded with stuff. The only way to clean it up 

and make room is to sell more products and continually restock onto the sales floor. Some 

general rules of the stockroom: 

 Always label all boxes on the outside so that everyone can look at the box and read 

exactly what is inside. 

 If you stock the last of anything, tell your supervisor so that more can be ordered or so 

that they know that we no longer are carrying that product. 

 Never put away 2 half empty boxes of hats, goggles, etc. If 2 similar products have half 

full boxes, combine them into one to save space. Try to keep that to similar products- 



don’t combine a half box of coffee mugs with a half box of gloves. Two different styles 

of gloves should be combined and marked as such on the outside of the box. 

 Try to store similar products near each other when possible (gloves in one section, 

goggles in another, etc). 

 Heavy and/or large boxes need to stay on the lowest shelves/floor; light/small boxes 

should be stored on the upper shelves for ease of getting up and down. 

 Always use the ladder when necessary and use it properly. Never climb shelves, stand on 

chairs or stools, or anything else that could be dangerous. Always use the ladder!!! 

 When dealing with heavy boxes or items stored on the high shelves, ask for help! 

Someone else in the shop will assist you to make it as safe as possible. Our first priority 

is keeping everyone safe. 

 When restocking clothing, make sure: All sizes are represented, product is in size order 

small in front working back to xxl, hangers are matching and facing the same direction 

for each product. 

 If you have time, fold and label t-shirts in boxes. 

 Think about sales from the previous day and what you expect to sell a lot of on the 

current day. If it’s snowing outside, make sure goggles, neck gators, face-masks, and all 

cold weather gear is well stocked. If we sold lots of t-shirts to spring breakers the day 

before, make sure all sizes and styles of shirts are restocked. 

 


